1. Agenda item from Linda Heiss - Director of Institutional Research
   - IPEDS describes first-time freshman as any student who first attends a postsecondary institution after high school despite the number of college credits (AP credits or regular college credits) earned while still enrolled in high school. However, the definition of a NEW (NW) student in SIS vary depending on the number of credit hours transferred to the institution no matter when those credits were earned (while in high school or at a postsecondary institution after high school). NSHE IR would like to create a list of the definitions of a NEW student used by each institution.

2. Student Records meetings are scheduled through the year to meet on the third Thursday of the month from 1 - 4pm. The meeting schedule and video locations can be found at http://www.scs.nevada.edu/applications/sis/minutes/srsched.html

3. Webinar - DARS and Hershey Systems - January 25, 2007 - 11am

4. Secure 3270 connectivity

5. Secure FTP

6. Extending SIS Hours - feedback from group

7. Academic probation/suspension